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一、 文意字彙：（20題，每題 3分，共 60分） 

(  ) 1. I thought the _______ of Australia was Sydney, but it is actually Canberra. 

  (A) drought        (B) capital        (C) history          (D) station 

(  ) 2. Watching videos of _______ animals is one of my favorite leisure activities. 

  (A) adorable        (B) unanimous       (C) rational             (D) straight 

(  ) 3. The athletes’ performance at the Olympic Games has shown their _______ for sports to the world.  

  (A) instrument       (B) compassion       (C) dependence         (D) enthusiasm 

(  ) 4. Visitors can _______ the Pacific Ocean from the presidential suite in this hotel. 

(A) overcome           (B) overlook         (C) overhear        (D) oversleep 

(  ) 5. With rapid economic growth, this small town is getting more and more _______. 

  (A) anonymous       (B) conscious       (C) mysterious       (D) prosperous 

(  ) 6. The dishes and drinks in the café weren’t tasty. They didn’t meet our _______ at all. 

  (A) development      (B) expectation       (C) philosophy       (D) significance 

(  ) 7. My cousin Mandy has changed so much that I can hardly _______ her at first glance.  

  (A) emphasize       (B) persuade       (C) recognize       (D) withdraw 

(  ) 8. If dust or germs get into your nose, your body will make you _______ to get rid of them. 

  (A) salute        (B) scorch        (C) search        (D) sneeze 

(  ) 9. If the polar ice _______, the sea would rise and some low-lying areas might be flooded. 

  (A) booked          (B) curled          (C) melted          (D) turned 

(  ) 10. Scientists usually use planes, ships, and _______ to keep a watchful eye on the weather. 

  (A) accessories         (B) decorations       (C) excavators         (D) satellites 

(  ) 11. The severe earthquake hit the island and has caused a lot of _______ within a few hours. 

  (A) hunger          (B) refuge        (C) damage        (D) survey 

(  ) 12. Speaking in front of the whole class made him so _______ that he was speechless onstage. 

  (A) anxious        (B) gradual        (C) massive          (D) violent  

(  ) 13. Uncle Tom _______ from unemployment, and he is afraid that he can never find a new job. 

  (A) ensures        (B) invents        (C) reduces           (D) suffers 

(  ) 14. The beauty of Taroko Gorge is _______; no wonder it attracts millions of visitors every year. 

  (A) breathtaking       (B) freewheeling         (C) heartbreaking        (D) weightlifting 

(  ) 15. To _______ the professor, Tina has spent most of her free time preparing for the presentation. 

  (A) impress        (B) express        (C) depress        (D) oppress 

(  ) 16. You are not allowed to enter this building without permission because it is a _______ property. 

  (A) fragile           (B) jealous         (C) private           (D) selfish 

(  ) 17. The prisoner planned to dig a tunnel and _______ from jail, but he was caught on the way out. 

  (A) escape        (B) insist           (C) prefer             (D) recall 

(  ) 18. Some dinosaurs are _______ meat eaters while others are gentle vegetarians which feed on plants. 

  (A) beware         (B) fierce          (C) humble          (D) stable 

(  ) 19. Looking back on the _______ chapters of my life, I am very thankful for my family’s love and support. 

  (A) inferior          (B) previous         (C) negative            (D) shameful 

(  ) 20. Recently, the loss of taste and smell has been found to be an obvious and unique _______ of COVID-19. 

  (A) contest        (B) delight          (C) symptom      (D) harmony 
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二、綜合測驗：（20題，每題 2分，共 40分） 

(  ) 1. She doesn’t know _______ her lost keys. 

  (A) where she had found    (B) where she can find     (C) where will she find    (D) where she didn’t find 

(  ) 2. This is the town _______ Peter first met his wife. 

  (A) how        (B) why        (C) when        (D) where 

(  ) 3. At the bottom of the mountain _______ a small stream. 

  (A) is                (B) are                (C) were             (D) been 

(  ) 4. I have ______ friends here because I just moved to this town. 

(A) few                (B) little                (C) much               (D) such 

(  ) 5. It will _______ a lot of time _______ a new foreign language. 

  (A) cost; to learn        (B) take; to learn      (C) make; learning       (D) spend; learning 

(  ) 6. If Jessica hadn’t helped me, I _______ the assignment in time. 

  (A) will finish       (B) will be finished      (C) would be finished     (D) wouldn’t have finished 

(  ) 7. People don’t know the importance of health _______ they lose it. 

  (A) after        (B) but           (C) lest             (D) until 

(  ) 8. You are late for school. You _______ have got up earlier this morning. 

  (A) must          (B) could          (C) might           (D) should 

(  ) 9. The girl walked along the riverbank with her friend _______ beside her. 

  (A) sang         (B) sung        (C) to sing        (D) singing 

(  ) 10. Patty _______ in Italy for 10 years since she got married to an Italian man. 

  (A) will live         (B) has lived       (C) is living        (D) are living  

(  ) 11. Be optimistic, and you will find the situation is not as _______ as you imagine. 

  (A) bad            (B) badly           (C) worse        (D) worst 

(  ) 12. I don’t think we should buy this product. It is ______ cheap ______ eco-friendly. 

(A) both; and         (B) either; or           (C) neither; nor       (D) not only; but also  

(  ) 13. People living in Taiwan enjoy more freedom than _______ living in North Korea. 

  (A) they          (B) them        (C) those               (D) this 

(  ) 14. To Peter’s _______, his family remembered his birthday and held a party for him. 

(A) surprise        (B) surprised       (C) surprising       (D) surprisingly  

(  ) 15. Jonathan never gives up in a game. _______, he is respected by all his competitors. 

  (A) Besides         (B) Otherwise       (C) Therefore         (D) Furthermore  

(  ) 16. Lisa couldn’t have her computer _______ for free because it is no longer under warranty. 

  (A) repair        (B) repairing            (C) repaired          (D) to repair 

(  ) 17. _______ the time I return to my hometown, my parents will have been over 70 years old. 

  (A) In         (B) By            (C) On              (D) To 

(  ) 18. The art gallery is only open on Saturdays and Sundays. _______, it is closed on weekdays. 

  (A) For one thing      (B) In other words       (C) Sooner or later         (D) To begin with 

(  ) 19. A good chef has to keep sampling all kinds of ingredients _______ he or she can create new recipes. 

  (A) as if              (B) in case        (C) so that           (D) such that 

(  ) 20. I _______ go to a cram school to improve my English speaking skills, but now I choose online courses. 

  (A) used to           (B) can use to       (C) will use to         (D) was used to 

 


